
Kids Gymnastics Bars Training Horizontal Bar Monkey Kip Bar Pink

RRP: $279.95

If you have a young gymnast in your home, they'll simply love this

adjustable-height horizontal bar by Randy & Travis Machinery. They can

practice to their hearts' content – and when they're done for the day,

simply fold it up and store it away from sight. Its adjustable height makes

it perfect for children from three to seven. You'll never have to worry

about it slipping. Its triangular construction gives it superb stability,

minimising swaying and swinging. Four non-slip industrial-strength rubber

floor rings give added support, giving you perfect peace of mind. Two

circular bases absorb shock, while soft sponge padding provides your

child with a firmer grip for an even safer workout.

As your kids grow, this apparatus grows with them. It accommodates

children weighing up to 60kg, so there's plenty of room for them to grow.

Just raise the height as your children grow larger and their skill level

increases. Adjustment is easy, as is folding for storage. It's easy to

assemble and will last for years to come, thanks to its durable powder-

coated steel construction. It makes the perfect birthday or holiday gift – or

just a special surprise for the budding gymnast who can't get enough of

his or her favourite sport. And, it's the ideal way for your kids to burn off

their energy when they can't go outdoors. Don't wait to make your child's

day. Get your child this professionally designed horizontal bar today!

Features and specifications:

Material: Powder-coated steel
Colour: Pink
Dimensions: 145 x 101 x 137cm (L x W x H)
4 adjustable heights: 83cm, 100cm., 113cm, and 127cm
Maximum weight capacity: 60kg
Age suitability: 3-7 years
Ability level: Beginners
Accessories: Assembly instructions
Rounded corners for added safety
Rubber pads protect your floor from scratches
Sponge padding for better grip
Triangular design and rounded bases provide stability absorb shock
Wide non-slip rubber rings keep the base in place
Professionally designed for safety
Sturdy and durable
Easily adjustable and foldable for storage
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